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orglist Digest    Wed, 01 Nov 2000 00:04:30 +0000   V01 #66

Today's topics:
     'Looking for these Titles'
     'pKa's'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Mon, 30 Oct 2000 21:30:43 -0500
From: "GPennycuff" <gpennycuff@mindspring.com>
Subject: Looking for these Titles

Dear All,

Would anyone out there have a copy of either of the following titles
that you'd be willing to part with for a reasonable price?

Deslongchamps, Stereoelectronic Effects in Organic Chemistry, 1983
edition

House, Modern Synthetic Reactions, 2nd edition

Thanks for your help!

Garry Pennycuff

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 31 Oct 2000 10:08:27 -0500
From: "Chris Borella" <Cborella@ic.sunysb.edu>
Subject: pKa's


Hello,
I am looking for pka values for DMAP and TEA any help would be greatly =
appreciated.

-chris

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #66
*****************************

orglist Digest    Thu, 02 Nov 2000 00:00:59 +0000   V01 #67

Today's topics:
     'Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'RE: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'RE: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'Problem with acronyms'
     'Glucopyranose'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's'
     'Chlorination by t-Butyl hypochlorite'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  Glucopyranose'
     'Re: ORGLIST:  Chlorination by t-Butyl hypochlorite'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 09:31:12 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's


Hello Chris,

pKa of what?

Jacob

At 10:08 31/10/0, Chris Borella wrote:
>Hello,
>I am looking for pka values for DMAP and TEA any help would be greatly
>appreciated.
>
>-chris
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------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 09:25:26 +0100
From: Gunther Cyrill Hebein <Gunther.Hebein@uibk.ac.at>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's


DMAP = Dimethylaminophenol

*************************
* Gunther C. Hebein     *
*  Pharmaziestudent     *
*  Innsbruck, Austria   *
* Mobile:+4369910615108 *
* Mobile:+436639248568  *
* Priv.: +43512292574   *
*************************

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 01 Nov 2000 09:36:12 +0100
From: Brian Pedersen <bri.pedersen@get2net.dk>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's


At 09:25 01-11-00 +0100, Gunther Cyrill Hebein wrote:
>DMAP = Dimethylaminophenol

Are you sure about this? 

The abbreviation DMAP is 4-DiMethylAminoPyridine in peptide chemistry, where it's often used as a catalyst in peptide couplings.

Cheers,
Brian Pedersen
Ph.d.-Student
Technical University of Denmark
Department of Organic Chemistry
Building 201
Anker Engelunds Vej 1
DK-2800 Lyngby
Denmark

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 09:54:10 +0100
From: "Pedro Merino" <pmerino@posta.unizar.es>
Subject: RE: ORGLIST:  pKa's


The pKa values that Chris Borella asked for are:

DMAP: N,N-(dimethylamino)pyridine
TEA: triethylamine

These are the accepted abbreviations in most Chemistry Journals (ACS
journals, Eur. J. Org. Chem., Tetrahedron series, etc.)

Look at the Prof. Evans' group web page:
http://daeiris.harvard.edu/DavidEvans.html

*****************************************
Dr. Pedro Merino
Laboratorio de Sintesis Asimetrica
Departamento de Quimica Organica
Facultad de Ciencias
Edificio D. Planta 3. QO3545
Plza. San Francisco, s/n
E-50009 Zaragoza (Spain)

Phone: +34 976 762075
Fax:   +34 976 762075
E-mail: pmerino@posta.unizar.es
URL (group): http://wzar.unizar.es/acad/fac/cie/quiorg/asimetrica/mtm.html
URL(personal):
http://wzar.unizar.es/acad/fac/cie/quiorg/asimetrica/staff/merino.html

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 12:17:40 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: RE: ORGLIST:  pKa's


Dear Pedro,

Data from CRC Handbook.

TEA pKa  11.01 at 18 C

I have no data on DMAP: N,N-(dimethylamino)pyridine, but you are still
missing something! the placement of the dimethylamino group. It makes quite
a difference. Your problem compound should no have a pKa value very
different from the following ones:

2-aminopyridine pKa 6.82 at 20 C (add about 0.8)
4-methylaminopyridine pKa 9.65 at 20 C (add about 0.5)
If the group is at position 3 the pKa should not differ much from that at
position 4.

Saludos,

Jacob

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 09:25:17 -0500
From: "Chris Borella" <Cborella@ic.sunysb.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's


Sorry it took so long to answer the questions.
TEA= Triethylamine
DMAP=4-dimethylaminopyridine
Thanks to your help I have found the pka of TEA but still have no idea where
to find DMAP.  I know it is not usually used as a base but the pka value
should still be available somewhere I would assume.

Thanks for any further help you can provide
-chris

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 10:13:55 -0700
From: Jim Sims <jsims@ucrac1.ucr.edu>
Subject: Problem with acronyms

One of my favorite gripes is the use of acronyms.  They can cause
communication problems (CP)!

Professor Jim Sims
Department of Plant Pathology
University of California, Riverside
Riverside, CA  92521
Voice:  909 787 4127
FAX     909 787 4294

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 23:08:31 +0530
From: "Ashutosh" <ashujogi@vsnl.net>
Subject: Glucopyranose

In an equilibrium solution of alpha and beta D-Glucopyranose there is a =
slightly more percentage of the beta isomer.Is it due to some steric =
effect or are some other factors involved too.
Thanks
Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
Department of Chemistry
University of Pune
India

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 01 Nov 2000 12:12:06 -0600
From: David O'Dell <dko@ou.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  pKa's


Chris,
          The pKa of Protonated DMAP is 9.2 in H2O.  I think I got this info
from the Evans group website: http://daeiris.harvard.edu/pKa/pka.html a few
years ago; its a good collection.

cheers,

David

Chris Borella wrote:

> Sorry it took so long to answer the questions.
> TEA= Triethylamine
> DMAP=4-dimethylaminopyridine
> Thanks to your help I have found the pka of TEA but still have no idea where
> to find DMAP.  I know it is not usually used as a base but the pka value
> should still be available somewhere I would assume.
>
> Thanks for any further help you can provide
> -chris

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 20:01:33 +0100
From: "AnGio'" <angiord@mail.omnitel.it>
Subject: Chlorination by t-Butyl hypochlorite

dear all,

Has anybody of you experience of chlorination procedures made by t-Butyl =
hypochlorite?
What are the best substrates for such chlorination?
Could you please suggest me a protocol ?

Thanks a lot.
Cheers,
andrea.

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 14:16:45 -0800 (PST)
From: Kimberley Cousins <kcousins@csusb.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  Glucopyranose


Good question, and I'm sure someone has answered it (I want to hear, too).
My "guess" is that its highly linked to solvation, and intramolec
H-bonding vs. H-bonding with water, rather than an isolated molecule
("steric vs anomeric effect") phenomenon.

Kimberley Cousins
Associate Professor of Chemistry
California State University, San Bernardino
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA  92407
(909)880-5391

kcousins@csusb.edu
http://chem.csusb.edu/~kcousins

On Wed, 1 Nov 2000, Ashutosh wrote:

> In an equilibrium solution of alpha and beta D-Glucopyranose there is a slightly more percentage of the beta isomer.Is it due to some steric effect or are some other factors involved too.
> Thanks
> Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
> Department of Chemistry
> University of Pune
> India
> 
> 

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 14:28:46 -0800 (PST)
From: <santi@socrates.Berkeley.EDU>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  Chlorination by t-Butyl hypochlorite


Check the chemistry of CPO models.n
Santiago
N
On Wed, 1 Nov 2000, AnGio' wrote:

> dear all,
> 
> Has anybody of you experience of chlorination procedures made by t-Butyl hypochlorite?
> What are the best substrates for such chlorination?
> Could you please suggest me a protocol ?
> 
> Thanks a lot.
> Cheers,
> andrea.
>

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #67
*****************************

orglist Digest    Fri, 03 Nov 2000 00:04:27 +0000   V01 #68

Today's topics:
     'Re: ORGLIST:  Glucopyranose'
     'Boiling Point of Methane'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 02 Nov 2000 09:53:57 -0800
From: "Soren R. Jensen" <oksrj@pop.dtu.dk>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  Glucopyranose


Ashutosh,
It is true that the equilibrum mixture of alpha/beta-glucopyranose is ca.
40/60 in water; this can be seen by dissolving crystalline glucose in D2O
and immediately running the NMR spectrum to give a spectrum of the almost
pure alpha form. - However, after about 10 h the above eq. mix. is reached.
This is partly due to steric effects, partly to the "anomer effect" [cf.
J.March (3rd ed.) p. 128].
The former demands an quatorial position of the 1-OH group, the latter an
axial. However, in a very polar solvent like water, the "anomer effect" is
rather weak and the result is the above percentages in the mixture. - Soren

At 23:08 01-11-00 +0530, you wrote:
>In an equilibrium solution of alpha and beta D-Glucopyranose there is a
slightly more percentage of the beta isomer.Is it due to some steric effect
or are some other factors involved too.
>Thanks
>Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
>Department of Chemistry
>University of Pune
>India
<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>

Soren Rosendal Jensen		tel: +45 45252103
Dept. of Organic Chemistry		fax: +45 45 933968
Kemitorvet, Build. 201
Techn. University of Denmark		
DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark		

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 2 Nov 2000 22:59:53 +0530
From: "Ashutosh" <ashujogi@vsnl.net>
Subject: Boiling Point of Methane

Hello everyone
Methane,due to lack of H bonding,shows a low boiling point as =
expected(-161.5C)
However,Pauling in the 1960 edition of his 'The Nature of the Chemical =
Bond' says that even this  boiling point is 20C higher than expected,and =
he says that nobody knows the explanation why.
Has an explanation been found after 1960?
Thanks
Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
Department of Chemistry
University of Pune
India

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #68
*****************************

orglist Digest Sat, 04 Nov 2000 00:00:47 +0000 V01 #69

Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'
'silanes for linking to policarbonate and to glass'
'Re: ORGLIST: silanes for linking to policarbonate and to glass'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 08:31:44 +0100
From: Sharon Stone-Elander <sharon.stone@ks.se>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose


Hi!
Any other (besides NMR) way of observing the alpha/beta interconversion in
water or in other media?
-Sharon

>Ashutosh,
>It is true that the equilibrum mixture of alpha/beta-glucopyranose is ca.
>40/60 in water; this can be seen by dissolving crystalline glucose in D2O
>and immediately running the NMR spectrum to give a spectrum of the almost
>pure alpha form. - However, after about 10 h the above eq. mix. is reached.
>This is partly due to steric effects, partly to the "anomer effect" [cf.
>J.March (3rd ed.) p. 128].
>The former demands an quatorial position of the 1-OH group, the latter an
>axial. However, in a very polar solvent like water, the "anomer effect" is
>rather weak and the result is the above percentages in the mixture. - Soren
>
>At 23:08 01-11-00 +0530, you wrote:
>>In an equilibrium solution of alpha and beta D-Glucopyranose there is a
>slightly more percentage of the beta isomer.Is it due to some steric effect
>or are some other factors involved too.
>>Thanks
>>Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
>>Department of Chemistry
>>University of Pune
>>India
><>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>
>
>Soren Rosendal Jensen tel: +45 45252103
>Dept. of Organic Chemistry fax: +45 45 933968
>Kemitorvet, Build. 201
>Techn. University of Denmark
>DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

------------------------------

Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 09:37:43 -0800
From: "Soren R. Jensen" <oksrj@pop.dtu.dk>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose


Sharon,
You can of course follow this mutarotation by measuring the specific
rotation of the equlibrium mixture over 5-10 hours. - Soren

At 08:31 03-11-00 +0100, you wrote:
>Hi!
>Any other (besides NMR) way of observing the alpha/beta interconversion in
>water or in other media?
>-Sharon

>><>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>
>>
>>Soren Rosendal Jensen tel: +45 45252103
>>Dept. of Organic Chemistry fax: +45 45 933968
>>Kemitorvet, Build. 201
>>Techn. University of Denmark
>>DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

------------------------------

Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 06:50:30 -0200
From: Marino Tadeu Fabi <mtadeu@mpc.com.br>
Subject: silanes for linking to policarbonate and to glass

Hy, friends

I'm looking for a silane that may link a polymer(modified celullosic
material and isocianate) to glass and polycarbonate surfaces.
Something like C18 or C8 in HPLC columns ..
I know this was well studied and surely continues to be studied but I lost
my informations about this kind of products, surely a silane with OH or NH
that can be linked to the surface containing OH groups and the polymer also
with its OH groups..
I'll be very glad if comments, indications etc comes from you...
thank you
Marino Tadeu

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #69
*****************************

orglist Digest Sun, 05 Nov 2000 00:02:31 +0000 V01 #70

Today's topics:
' anhydride of phthalic acids and of lactic acids '

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Sat, 4 Nov 2000 16:26:04 +0900
From: ariga@cc.osaka-kyoiku.ac.jp (Masahiro Ariga)
Subject: anhydride of phthalic acids and of lactic acids


Dear all,
Could you give information (literatue) about anhydride of phthalic acids (HO
O-C6H4CO)2O and of lactic acids (CH3CH(OH)CO)2O ?
Thanks for your attention.

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #70
*****************************

orglist Digest Mon, 06 Nov 2000 00:02:18 +0000 V01 #71

Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: Boiling Point of Methane'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 13:31:28 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Boiling Point of Methane


Hello Ashutosh,

Let me only make a brief remark on the phrase "this boiling point is 20C
higher than expected". IMHO this way of approaching physical properties is
wrong. One should start by stating a carefully determined physical
property, say, the normal boiling point of methane as an incontrovertible
fact of life, and such-and-such model fails to predict it by 20 full
kelvin, and there's no inkling about why is that so.

First, I don't know which model was used by Pauling for the evaluation. If
it is a model of quite general application, then it is frequently found
that the simplest cases, say, the first couple of members of a homologous
series, show exceptional behavior. All models are based on certain
simplifying assumptions that avoid unsurmountable difficulties in the
calculations. Some simplifications may not be granted for methane.

Second, many models are explicitly or tacitly based on certain parameters
that are properties of the compund. Most popular for VLE (vapor-liquid
equilibrium) calculations are the critical temperature and pressure, and
the acentric factor; the dipole moment may also enter certain models.
Models for predicting normal boiling points lack, IMO, a scientific basis,
because there is nothing special about a pressure of 1 atm regarding the
tendency of a substance to be in two equilibrated phases. In this respect,
the acentric factor is a vapor-pressure dependent property determined at
the reduced temperature of 0.7, with the critical temperature (of each
compound) acting as a unit in a unified scale for all compounds. Reduced
propereties may be of better scientific value for evaluating models. But
then, two or three parameters may not suffice for correctly predicting VLE
for all compounds.

Is Pauling's complain about methane still on the table?

All the best,

Jacob

At 22:59 2/11/0, Ashutosh wrote:
>Hello everyone
>Methane,due to lack of H bonding,shows a low boiling point as expected(-161.5C)
>However,Pauling in the 1960 edition of his 'The Nature of the Chemical
>Bond' says that even this boiling point is 20C higher than expected,and
>he says that nobody knows the explanation why.
>Has an explanation been found after 1960?
>Thanks
>Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
>Department of Chemistry
>University of Pune
>India
>
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------------------------------

Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 14:22:35 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose


Hello Sharon,

Yes, of course, its classical: rotation angle of polarized light, measured
with a polarimeter. The term mutarotation has to do with the observation of
a changing angle when dissolving one of the forms in water, to get the
equilibrium mixture.

All the best,

Jacob
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------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #71
*****************************

orglist Digest Tue, 07 Nov 2000 00:03:46 +0000 V01 #72

Today's topics:
'bromodialone'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'
'Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose'
'optical rotation of carvone'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Mon, 06 Nov 2000 10:31:30 +0200
From: Uno Maeorg <uno@chem.ut.ee>
Subject: bromodialone

Dear colleagues,

Can somebody help me with the systematic name of the bromodialon?

Regards
Dr. Uno Maeorg

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 06 Nov 2000 11:26:00 +0100
From: Sharon Stone-Elander <sharon.stone@ks.se>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose

Hello Jacob,
Thanks. I should have been more specific. I was thinking of other
spectroscopic techniques. Any ideas?-Sharon


>Hello Sharon,
>
>Yes, of course, its classical: rotation angle of polarized light, measured
>with a polarimeter. The term mutarotation has to do with the observation of
>a changing angle when dissolving one of the forms in water, to get the
>equilibrium mixture.
>
>All the best,
>
>Jacob
>

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 13:21:40 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Glucopyranose

Hello Sharon,

Without totally abandoning the polarography idea, one can refine the
technique using circular dichroism and optical rotatory dispersion. On
going from one of the forms to the other, say alpha to beta, you should be
able to see a buildup of the aldehydic form. The kinetics of this buildup
in both directions should be very helpful in clarifying the mechanism of
the mutarotation process.

Hopefully one gets enough aldehyde for this method to be effective.

Jacob
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------------------------------

Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 16:00:26 -0800 (PST)
From: Kimberley Cousins <kcousins@csusb.edu>
Subject: optical rotation of carvone


To all:
Have any of you encountered mislabelled carvone? We have two different
bottles purchased two different dates from Aldrich and from Acros in which
the L(-) carvone actually has a positive optical rotation, and the D(+)
carvone has a negative optical rotation. We've checked our polarimeter
with other optically active materials, and determined that it is *not* an
instrument problem. The two bottles in question were purchased between
fall 1998 and fall 2000. We've also determined that most carvone produced
is not isolated from the natural oils, but is synthesized from limonene.
Any insight would be appreciated.

Kimberley Cousins
Associate Professor of Chemistry
California State University, San Bernardino
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909)880-5391

kcousins@csusb.edu
http://chem.csusb.edu/~kcousins

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #72
*****************************

orglist Digest Wed, 08 Nov 2000 00:00:12 +0000 V01 #73

Today's topics:
'isoflavone from Soya seeds'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2000 11:13:38 -0500 (GMT)
From: "Dr. D.Basavaiah-(RS)" <dbscrs@uohyd.ernet.in>
Subject: < isoflavone from Soya seeds >

Dear Friends:
can any body give guidelines for isolation of isoflavone from Soya seeds??
Thanks in advance
krishnamacharyulu, m

**************************************************************************
Research Scholar
School of chemistry Telephone: 3010500 extn:4807
University Of Hyderabad
Hyderabad- 500 046
India

e-mail: dbscrs@uohyd.ernet.in
**************************************************************************

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #73
*****************************

orglist Digest Thu, 09 Nov 2000 00:01:30 +0000 V01 #74

Today's topics:
'RE: None'
'< isoflavone from Soya seeds >'
'<none>'
'Re: Indinavir'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2000 17:50:57 -0800 
From: "Chapman, Robert D" <ChapmanRD@navair.navy.mil>
Subject: RE: isoflavone from Soya seeds

Not research-quality details, but perhaps "guidelines":
http://www.soyatech.com/Isoflavones.html

Robert D. Chapman, Ph.D.
Chemistry & Materials Division (Code 4T4200D)
Naval Air Warfare Center
China Lake, CA 93555 USA
e-mail: chapmanrd@navair.navy.mil

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 10:07:50 -0500 (GMT)
From: "Dr. D.Basavaiah-(RS)" <dbscrs@uohyd.ernet.in>
Subject: Indinovir

Dear Friends:
What is the structure of Indanovir, how many analogues are there to this
drug currently, and what is the best information sourse for getting these
details?
Thanks in advance
Krishnamacharyulu, M.

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 03:59:34 -0200
From: Marino Tadeu Fabi <mtadeu@mpc.com.br>
Subject: Indinovir

About Indinavir

Dear friend

The formula you can find at the Chemfinders
Indinavir is composed in therms of synthesis by two intermediaries one of
it is the (2S)tertbutylcarboxamide,4-(3-aminomethyl,pyridinyl)piperazine.
This is called complete intermediary II.
Intermediary I of Indinavir is 2-[2S,3)epoxy
propenyl-(1S,2R)indanol-yl,(2R)3-phenylpropionamide.
The reaction of the epoxyde of intermediary I with the free nitrogen of
piperazinic center of intermediary II gives Indinavir.

It has 32 possible isomeres , having 5 chiralic centers in the molecule. 

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 11:45:41 +0000 (GMT)
From: "G.P.Moss" <G.P.Moss@qmw.ac.uk>
Subject: Re: Indinavir

While it is correct to suggest there are 32 stereoisomers of indinavir the
drug is defined as the one stereoisomer. In case anyone wants to know what
the structure of indinavir is (the names of intermediates I and II were
not correct) it is (2R,4S)-2-benzyl-5-[(2S)-2-tert-butylcabamoyl)-4-(3-
pyridylmethyl)piperazin-1-yl]-4-hydroxy-N-[(1S,2R)-2-hydroxyindan-1-yl]-
pentanamide.

Gerry Moss
_________________________________________________________________________

Dr GP Moss Telephone: +44 20 7882 3262
Department of Chemistry
Queen Mary & Westfield College Facsimile: +44 20 7882 7794
Mile End Road
London E1 4NS, United Kingdom 
E-mail: g.p.moss@qmw.ac.uk

IUPAC chemical nomenclature data base: http://www.chem.qmw.ac.uk/iupac/
IUBMB biochemical nomenclature data base: http://www.chem.qmw.ac.uk/iubmb/

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #74
*****************************
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'patent'
'Post-doctoral Fellowship in Medicinal Chemistry'
'Re: ORGLIST: patent'
'PATENT'
'Re: ORGLIST: PATENT'
'Re: ORGLIST: PATENT'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 16:25:58 GMT
From: "Yuehui Zhou" <yuehuizhou@hotmail.com>
Subject: patent

Dear List-members

I have a question about patenting certain chemical compounds.
The question is: if a company patented a chemical compound, does it mean 
that other companies can't sell the product with the same structure, even if 
the synthetic method for the compound is fundamentally different? Thanks for 
your knowledge!

Y. Zhou

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 20:19:55 +0200
From: eli breuer <breuer@cc.huji.ac.il>
Subject: Post-doctoral Fellowship in Medicinal Chemistry

Post-doctoral Fellowship in Medicinal Chemistry

A post-doctoral position will be available in the spring/summer of 2001, in
the Department of Medicinal Chemistry of the School of Pharmacy at The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, to study the design and synthesis of novel
matrix metalloproteinase inhibitors. A highly motivated Ph.D. with
background in organic synthesis and in related spectroscopic and analytical
techniques is required. 

Interested candidates should send CV, List of Publications and names of
three references to Professor Eli Breuer, Department of Medicinal Chemistry
the Hebrew University School of Pharmacy, P. O. Box 12065, Jerusalem 91120,
Israel.
email: breuer@cc.huji.ac.il, fax +972-2-675-8934

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 13:59:09 -0500
From: "Chris Borella" <Cborella@ic.sunysb.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: patent

If the company patented the compound no other company can sell or use it
without authorization from the patenting company. It is also possibe to
patent synthetic methods to certain compounds, in which case it is just the
method that can not be used. You must know which is patented though the
compound or the method, or both. If the compound is not a new one then it
is most probable that it is the synthetic method that is under patent. If
you need any more info feel free to ask.

-chris

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 20:59:15 +0100
From: "charly.eon" <charly.eon@wanadoo.fr>
Subject: PATENT

Hello,

Is there a website where all the patented chemicals and production =
methods are listed ?

Thanks for your reply.

EON C.H.
 
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 17:36:23 -0500
From: "Chris Borella" <Cborella@ic.sunysb.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: PATENT
 
That's pretty funny...No there is no website that lists all patented =
compounds and methods it would be quite a large useless list i assume. =
Most countries have there patents available from there patent office =
websites. I believe IBM also has a searchable database of patents =
available online. I do not have the address of the ibm site with me but =
if you can't find it let me know and i will get it for you. The US =
patent office is www.uspto.gov other countries you would have to search =
for.
hope this helps,
chris

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 17:25:58 -0500 (EST)
From: Matthew Davis <mdavis@wizard.pharm.wayne.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: PATENT

for an excellent server of patent searching from 1969 to date
www.delphion.com

-- 
Matthew C Davis
Dept Of Pharm. Sciences, Rm 511
College of Pharmacy
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202-3489
phone 313 577 0280
facs 313 577 2033 

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #75
*****************************

orglist Digest Sat, 11 Nov 2000 00:04:16 +0000 V01 #76

Today's topics:
'Pharmaceutical Patents'
'[Re: ORGLIST: PATENT]'
'N,N-dimethylaminoaniline'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 11:45:44 +0100
From: Gunther Cyrill Hebein <Gunther.Hebein@uibk.ac.at>
Subject: Pharmaceutical Patents

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

I have a big problem: I scanned the WDI with a 
Catalyst-hypothesis and got 50 interesting structures. 
But the biggest problem is to find literature on them: 
Where can I find literature on substances of which I 
just know the internal-code like SR-58575-A etc.

I already tried Pubmed, Hotbot, United States Patents 
and got only hits on 40% of them.
Is there any other possibility of getting information on 
these substances, that I don't know yet?

Kind regards
Gunther

*************************
* Gunther C. Hebein *
* Pharmaziestudent *
* Innsbruck, Austria *
* Mobile:+4369910615108 *
* Mobile:+436639248568 *
* Priv.: +43512292574 *
*************************

------------------------------

Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 10:32:31 +0000
From: Michael Nolan <mnolan@nmrc.ucc.ie>
Subject: [Re: ORGLIST: PATENT]

The IBM patent site is patents.ibm.com.
Searchable by name, patent number for US, Euro and world patents.
All in all a very good service.

slainte

mick

 ********************************************************
Mr. Michael Nolan BSc. MEngSc. 
Computational Modelling
NMRC (Ireland's ICT Research Center), 
Lee Maltings, Prospect Row, Cork, IRELAND 

mail: michael.nolan@nmrc.ie; 
http://www.nmrc.ie/research/compmodel
Tel: + 353 21 4904113; Fax: +353 21 4270271 
********************************************************
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 17:10:39 +0000 (GMT Standard Time)
From: Javier Cuesta-Perez <javier@icr.ac.uk>
Subject: N,N-dimethylaminoaniline

Dear all,
Does anybody know a good method to purifye the comercial 
N,N-dimethylaminoaniline?
Thanks a lot.

Javier Cuesta-Perez
javier@icr.ac.uk

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #76
*****************************

orglist Digest Sun, 12 Nov 2000 00:04:27 +0000 V01 #77

Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: N,N-dimethylaminoaniline'
'diffision rate of organic molecules'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 13:37:10 GMT
From: "Vijay Sane" <vsane@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: N,N-dimethylaminoaniline

Dear Javier

You can use vacuum distillation as a general method for purification

have a nice day
vijay sane

------------------------------

Date: Sun, 12 Nov 2000 06:10:01 +0900
From: "kyouichi tomita" <tomita@mxm.mesh.ne.jp>
Subject: diffision rate of organic molecules
 
Dear Orglist members

I have been now studying the relationship of size of organic
compounds(mainly sulfonic acis derivatives) and diffision rate (or
coefficient) in solvents or polymer matrix.
Does every one know the theoretical formula indicating the relation ship
between size and diffusion rate.

regards
 
------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #77
*****************************

orglist Digest Mon, 13 Nov 2000 00:02:27 +0000 V01 #78

Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: diffision rate of organic molecules'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Sun, 12 Nov 2000 15:39:35 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: diffision rate of organic molecules

Hello Kyouichi,

You may profit from reading the introductory chapter on the estimation of
transport properties in "the Properties of Gases and Liquids" by Reid, et
al. You have there developments starting from the hard sphere model, where
the collision radius is one of the important parameters affectig viscosity,
thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients. Of course, advanced
textbooks of physical chemistry carry similar discussions.

Al the best,

Jacob

At 6:10 12/11/0, kyouichi tomita wrote:
>Dear Orgalist menbers
>
>I have been now studying the relationship of size of organic
>compounds(mainly sulfonic acis derivatives) and diffision rate (or
>coefficient) in solvents or polymer matrix.
>Does every one know the theoretical formula indicating the relation ship
>between size and diffusion rate.
>
>regards
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Prof. Jacob Zabicky Tel. 972-7-6461271/6461062/6472754
Institutes for Applied Research Fax. 972-7-6472969
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev Private: POB 12366, Beer-Sheva 84863
POB 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, ISRAEL Tel. 972-7-6496792
http://profiler.bgu.ac.il/site/main.cfm
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------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #78
*****************************

orglist Digest Fri, 17 Nov 2000 00:01:30 +0000 V01 #80

Today's topics:
'Calculating complexation constants'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:00:19 +0100
From: Luis Fernando Garcia Alles <luis.garciaalles@ibc.unibe.ch>
Subject: Calculating complexation constants

Dear people,
A friend of mine is working in inorganic chemistry. She has performed
complexation experiments between a ligand and different divalent metals in
solution (using a constant ligand concentration and increasing metal
concentrations). She has followed the formation of the complex (or in many
cases of several complexes with different steoiquiometries) by UV-vis. Now
it is time to analyze the data, and she does not have much experience
on that.
I know there are programs that can help you to calculate the constants 
for the formation of the complexes using UV data, for instance. Usually, 
these kind of programs are also able to give you a plot representing the
population profile for the different species formed upon changing the
concentration of the metal.
Might anybody suggest me such a software??. Do you know of any program 
that might be freely downloaded from the net??.
Thank you very much in advance. Any help will be really appreciated!!!
Best regards, bye-bye!!

Luis Fernando Garcia Alles, Ph.D.
Departement fur Chemie und Biochemie
Universiteit Bern
Freiestrasse 3
CH-3012 Bern, Schweiz
Tel. ++41 (0)31/631 37 92
Fax ++41 (0)31/631 33 83=09
E-mail :garcia@ibc.unibe.ch

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #80
*****************************

orglist Digest Mon, 20 Nov 2000 00:01:05 +0000 V01 #81
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'NMR spectra online'
'ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'
'Information'
'Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'
'Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'
'RE: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'
'NMR and others'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2000 21:36:28 -0800
From: Bill Sanders <wsanders@rohan.sdsu.edu>
Subject: NMR spectra online

Hello all,

My friend and I are searching for graphs of NMR spectra... specifically of
the following two chemicals:

2,2-dimethylbutane (C_6 H_14)
4-methoxybenzaldehyde (C_8 H_8 O_2)

do any of you kind souls know where I can find such information on the
'net? Please excuse me if this is an obvious question, but we've been
searching online for a couple hours now.

Thanks,
Bill Sanders ( wsanders@rohan.sdsu.edu ) - Go Aztecs ;o)
--
"Lazy is good when there's nothing to do. But Lazy is even better when
something needs to be done." -Llie Rion
California, n.: "calor" meaning "heat"; "fornia" for "sexual intercourse"
or "fornication."
Hence: Tierra de California, "the land of hot sex"

------------------------------

Date: Sun, 19 Nov 2000 16:21:13 +1000
From: Paul Handley <p.handley@chemistry.uq.edu.au>
Subject: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

You might try Specsurf at http://www.chemicalconcepts.com/products.htm
Its a web based database, with a java interface that you download, with a
nice chemical structure search among other things.
They have a free trial period for a month or so.
I seem to remember the program did some strange and frustrating things when
it was installing itself, but eventually it sorted itself out with no help
from me and worked quite well. I think they have both literature spectra,
and an nmr shift prediction program which worked nicely for some of my
terpenes.

Hope this helps,
Paul Handley

------------------------------

Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2000 23:02:35 -0800 (PST)
From: GHASSAN ALMAHMOUD <ghassan_mk@yahoo.com>
Subject: Information

Dears 
where can i find a spectra of vitamine b12 in the
books and in the web 
thank you 

=====
yours
Ghassan

------------------------------

Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2000 23:52:31 -0800
From: Bill Sanders <wsanders@rohan.sdsu.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

>You might try Specsurf at http://www.chemicalconcepts.com/products.htm
>Its a web based database, with a java interface that you download, with a
>nice chemical structure search among other things.
>They have a free trial period for a month or so.

Thanks for the tip, Paul. I downloaded (and setup the java stuff) for the
software, but once the program loads up, I can't search for the compounds
I'm interested in... am I missing something? Do I already have to have
these compounds saved away in another file somewhere? The site mentions
that it contains thousands of spectra... how do I access those? I looked
around, but there doesn't appear to be any separate location from which to
download them.

Thanks for any and all help

Bill
--
"Lazy is good when there's nothing to do. But Lazy is even better when
something needs to be done." -Llie Rion
California, n.: "calor" meaning "heat"; "fornia" for "sexual intercourse"
or "fornication."
Hence: Tierra de California, "the land of hot sex"

------------------------------

Date: Sun, 19 Nov 2000 16:01:01 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

Hello Bill,

The Aldrich collection of FT-NMR carries both spectra
Jacob
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------------------------------
 
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 10:44:34 +1100
From: RAB <rab@anu.edu.au>
Subject: RE: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

Bill,

the compound 4-methoxybenzaldehyde is probably better known to us all as 
anisaldehyde and will be found in the SDBS database as such. Here you will 
find the 400 MHz proton spectrum in CDCl3.
You will only find the 90 MHz spectrum of dimethyl butane though.

Go to http://www.aist.go.jp/RIODB/SDBS/menu-e.html

Russell

*******************************************************
Russell A. Barrow, MPEdT, PhD
Department of Chemistry
Australian National University
Canberra, ACT 0200

Ph: (02) 6249 3419
Fax: (02) 6249 0760
Web: http://chemserver.anu.edu.au/rab

*******************************************************

------------------------------

Date: Sun, 19 Nov 2000 15:44:44 -0800
From: Santiago Ini <santi@socrates.Berkeley.EDU>
Subject: NMR and others

Hi List,
There is a great database where you can find C and H NMR, MS, IR and Ramman 
of a well known compound.
You can check the follow address:
http://www.aist.go.jp/RIODB/SDBS/sdbs/owa/sdbs_sea.cre_frame_sea
Santiago

----------
Santiago Ini
(c/o Bergman Group)
College of Chemistry
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
phone (510) 642-1548
fax (510) 642-7714

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #81
*****************************
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'Re: ORGLIST: Information'
'separation problem'
'2-pyrazines'
'boronic acids'
'1-phenylsulphonyl protected 3-indoles'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 10:15:23 -0600
From: Shifa Cheng <scheng@sfasu.edu>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Information

You can find UV or NMR spectra of B12 in a number of books, such as B12 by 
David Dolphin, Comprehensive B12 by Z. Schneider and A. Stroinski, and so on.

At 11:02 PM 11/18/00 -0800, GHASSAN ALMAHMOUD wrote:
>Dears
> where can i find a spectra of vitamine b12 in the
>books and in the web
> thank you

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Shifa Cheng, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Department of Chemistry
Stephen F. Austin State University
Box 13006 SFA Station
Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Tel: (936) 468-2243 or (936) 468-3606
Fax: (936) 468-7634
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 10:25:05 -0600
From: Shifa Cheng <scheng@sfasu.edu>
Subject: separation problem

Dear all:

Does any one know how to separate the following two isomers?

5,6-dimethylindole and 4,5-dimethylindole

Any comments and suggestion are highly appreciated.

Shifa

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Shifa Cheng, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Department of Chemistry
Stephen F. Austin State University
Box 13006 SFA Station
Nacogdoches, TX 75962
Tel: (936) 468-2243 or (936) 468-3606
Fax: (936) 468-7634
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 17:43:31 +0000
From: "J.Aires de Sousa" <jas@mail.fct.unl.pt>
Subject: 2-pyrazines

Paul J Cunningham (Molekula Fine Chemicals) asked to post
the following message:

---

We are looking for a university team who could synthesize
any of the 
following product series :

2-pyrazine with the following substitutions :
CHO / CH2OH / SOCl / I or Br / COCH2Br / CH2Br / CH2NH2

quantities : in the range 100gr to 150gr
quality : minimum 96% necessary
price : we would offer between $500-650 per product

for all details please contact us at the address below :

with very kind regards,

Paul J Cunningham
Director
Molekula Fine Chemicals
42 Rue Ambroise Croizat
BP 307
38434 Echirolles Cidex 
France
tel : +33 438 49 94 41
fax : +33 438 49 94 42
email : info@molekula.fr
www.molekula.com

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 17:21:53 EST
From: Molekula@aol.com
Subject: boronic acids

we are looking for a university team who can prepare a number of
heterocyclic substituted boronics acids such as :

2-quinolineboronic acid
4-quinolineboronic acid
2-benzofuran boronic acid
2-benzothiazole boronic acid
2-imidazole boronic acid=20

and a series of others.

if you can offer all or any of these products in circa 100gr quantities
please contact us at your earliest opportunity.

with very kind regards,
Paul J Cunningham
Director
Molekula Fine Chemicals
42 Rue Ambroise Croizat
BP 307
38434 Echirolles Cidex
France
tel : +33 438 49 94 41
fax : +33 438 49 94 42
email : info@molekula.fr
www.molekula.com

Many thanks to all those customers who attended
CPHI and visited us on stand G19 hall 16.2
7th - 9th November 2000 in Milan.

------------------------------

Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 17:36:35 EST
From: Molekula@aol.com
Subject: 1-phenylsulphonyl protected 3-indoles

we are looking for a university team who can prepare a number of
heterocyclic substituted indoles with a 1-phenylsulphonyl protecting group
such as :

1-phenylsulphonyl-3-bromoindole
1-phenylsulphonyl-3-indolemethanol
1-phenylsulphonyl-3-indolecarboxylic acid
1-phenylsulphonyl-3-indolecarboxaldehyde

and a series of others.

if you can offer all or any of these products in circa 100gr quantities
please contact us at your earliest opportunity.

with very kind regards,
Paul J Cunningham
Director
Molekula Fine Chemicals
42 Rue Ambroise Croizat
BP 307
38434 Echirolles Cidex
France
tel : +33 438 49 94 41
fax : +33 438 49 94 42
email : info@molekula.fr
www.molekula.com

Many thanks to all those customers who attended
CPHI and visited us on stand G19 hall 16.2
7th - 9th November 2000 in Milan.

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #82
*****************************
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Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: separation problem'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 09:13:54 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: separation problem

Hello Shifa,

IMHO your best chance stands in a chromatographic method. Egon Stahl has in
his book on thin layer chromatography a chapter dedicated to "einfache"
Indolderivate ("simple" indole derivatives) that you may read with profit.

All the best,

Jacob

At 10:25 20/11/0, Shifa Cheng wrote:
>Dear all:
>
>Does any one know how to separate the following two isomers?
>
>5,6-dimethylindole and 4,5-dimethylindole
>
>Any comments and suggestion are highly appreciated.
>
>Shifa
>
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
>Shifa Cheng, Ph.D.
>Assistant Professor of Chemistry
>Department of Chemistry
>Stephen F. Austin State University
>Box 13006 SFA Station
>Nacogdoches, TX 75962
>
>Tel: (936) 468-2243 or (936) 468-3606
>Fax: (936) 468-7634
><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
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'custom synthesis work'
'custom synthesis work'
'Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 20:10:16 +0800
From: Michael <wangw99@263.net>
Subject: triphenylamine

Dear All,

We are a research group interested in synthesis and application of electroluminescent materials. We now can provide high quality triphenylamine and its derivatives(methyl-, formal-, etc) in large quantities. You can contact us via email.

Also, we are interested in exploring the photophysical properties of these compounds. We welcome helpful suggestions and further collaboration.

Thanks

Michael
********************************************* 
B98111091 Mailing Box
School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Minhang Campus, Shanghai Jiao-Tong Univ.
800 Dong Chuan Road
Minhang, Shanghai 
CHINA
Zip:200240 
Tel:021-54741499
Fax:021-54643270
Email:wwang812@mail1.sjtu.edu.cn or wangw99@public9.sta.net.cn
********************************************** 

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 17:30:40 EST
From: Molekula@aol.com
Subject: custom synthesis work

we are looking for a team that can offer to supply the following compound:

DIETHYL-1,4-CYCLOHEXANEDICARBOXYLATE

in 1KG and 2KG quantities.
If you can offer please confirm your price,delivery and specifcation to the=20
following contact address :

Paul J Cunningham
Director
Molekula Fine Chemicals
42 Rue Ambroise Croizat
BP 307
38434 Echirolles C=E9dex=20
France
tel : +33 438 49 94 41
fax : +33 438 49 94 42
email : info@molekula.fr
www.molekula.com

Many thanks to all those customers who attended
CPHI and visited us on stand G19 hall 16.2
7th - 9th November 2000 in Milan.

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 17:34:26 EST
From: Molekula@aol.com
Subject: custom synthesis work

we are looking for a team that can prepare the following compound :

2,4-DIMETHOXYBENZOIC ACID

in 1KG and 2KG quantities.
If you can offer this compound please contact us at the following address:

Paul J Cunningham
Director
Molekula Fine Chemicals
42 Rue Ambroise Croizat
BP 307
38434 Echirolles C=E9dex=20
France
tel : +33 438 49 94 41
fax : +33 438 49 94 42
email : info@molekula.fr
www.molekula.com

Many thanks to all those customers who attended
CPHI and visited us on stand G19 hall 16.2
7th - 9th November 2000 in Milan.

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 23:57:10 +0100
From: "AnGio'" <angiord@mail.omnitel.it>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

> Date: Sun, 19 Nov 2000 16:01:01 +0200
> From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
> Subject: Re: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

> The Aldrich collection of FT-NMR carries both spectra
>
> Jacob


That's true jacob...but it Aldrich collection has its cost! :-). Unless =
you are referring to some other version than the one i had chance to =
try, the demo version expires after some mounths, and mine stopped to =
work even after i tricked the computer date ;-)...

SDBS on the contrary is free....the only limitation i had to it, it's =
accessing the sever now and then.

Long & happy life...

Andrea.

------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #85
*****************************
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Today's topics:
'Re: ORGLIST: Information'
'RE: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 18:35:28 +0300
From: "Sergey Z. Vatsadze" <szv@org.chem.msu.ru>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST: Information

Dear Orglist members!

I'ld like to find some help in two topics.

1. Synthesis of cis- and trans-3,4-dehydroornitine or it's alfa-acylated analogue
NOT by Tolman's or Hanus's route (TL, 1988, 6183 or Collect.Czech.Chem.Comm.,
1990, 2074).

2. Convenient synthesis of cyclen (1,4,7,9-tetraazacycloundecane)

Thank you in advance, Serge

=====================================
Dr. Sergei Z. Vatsadze
Research Fellow
Department of Chemistry
M.V.Lomonosov Moscow State University
119899, Moscow
Russia
Phone: (095) 939 4020
(095) 939 2292
E-mail: szv@org.chem.msu.ru
=====================================

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 17:49:52 -0500
From: "Carlton Squires" <carlton@acdlabs.com>
Subject: RE: ORGLIST: NMR spectra online

Dear All,

Hello from Toronto.

For those of you interested recently in accessing NMR data on the web, you
may be interested to hear that Advanced Chemistry Development provides an
on-line prediction and database search service also.

If you are having difficulty finding NMR data for compounds of interest,
this site may be useful.

Incidentally, you can also get predictions for phys-chem properties like
boiling point, pKa, LogP, LogD etc., and nomenclature generation from
structure or systematic name via IUPAC or Index conventions. If this sounds
helpful, please visit the following location on our website, where you can
request a free two-week trial to check it out: http://www.acdlabs.com/ilab/

I hope this information is useful.

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments.

Best regards,
Carlton

ps. ACD has worked with Aldrich to provide the Aldrich Library of FT-NMR
Spectra in electronic format, but this is not currently available through
I-Lab.
___________________________________________________________
Carlton Squires
Account Manager
Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc.
90 Adelaide St. W, Suite 702
Toronto, ON M5H 3V9
Canada
Phone: (416) 368-3435 x221
US & Canada: (800) 304-3988
Facsimile: (416) 368-5596
e-mail: carlton@acdlabs.com
website: www.acdlabs.com
___________________________________________________________

End of orglist Digest V01 #87
*****************************
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Today's topics:
'Pauling Papers'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 19:27:14 +0530
From: "Ashutosh" <ashujogi@vsnl.net>
Subject: Pauling Papers
 
Hello
Any idea where i can get reprints of some of Linus Pauling's original =
papers.I want them quite urgently
Thanks a lot

Ashutosh S. Jogalekar
Department of Chemistry
University of Pune
------------------------------

End of orglist Digest V01 #88
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